
 

 

Funny way to learn vocabulary  
 

Apprehend =arrest  

Up ur hands u r underarrest 

 

Careen =flexible kareena have flexible body 

 

Ephemeral =short life's  

Elephant +marela means he lived short 

 

Flimsy =thin like carbon paper  

Film me dhanush 10 logo ko marta Hai par real me itna thin Hai k machchar b ni Mar Pata h  

 

Presage=foretell  

Press+age press b future predict krte h 

Despicable =worthless  

De(not) speakeble 

 

Reprimand =rip+remand  

When police take remand scold harshly 

 

Tantamount =equivalent to  

10 10 amount sabko barabar de do 
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Figment = figure +mental  

Dimagi vichar khayali pulao 

 

Pompous = pump ur self up  

 

Mortfy =embarrass 

Moti +fy(fly) moti chal bhag jor se is nothing but to humiliate her 

 

Cynosure =center of attention  

Cynosure sounds dinosaur  

Always center of attraction 

 

Perennial =long lasting  

Per+annual 

 

Austere =severe in manner  

Aus(Australia) me tere ko pita gaya na 

 

Amalgam =mixture  

Amalgam sounds balgam mixture of saliva n Pata ni kya kya 

 

Apostate =defector  

Apposite state me saadi ki Matlab defector ho 

 

Sanctimonious =self righteous  
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Saint munis are dhongi saadhu 

 

Sant wants money 

 

Colloquial =conversation  

Look at Loq in the word which means local 

 

Retreat =act of withdrawing or going backward  

Re treat 

 

Prejudice =precinception 

Pre judgment which leads to partiality 

 

 

 

Admonished =scolded  

Admin +once + punished bcoz chatting all the time 

 

Blithe=uncaring heedless  

Be+light hearted 

 

Abstinence =restrictions oneself  

Ab=away  

Doctors says abs thin hoga fast food se dur rahoge to 
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Skulduggery =fraudulence  

Doggy jese sakal wala fraud hota h 

 

Opulent =luxurious  

Lent=lending kisi ko wo hi loan de Sakta h jo khud rich ho 

 

Ponderous =heavy lumbering  

Ur weight is in pounds means very heavy 

 

Ostentatious impress others 

Ostentatious =stunts to impress attract girls 

Pandemonium =cacophony  

Pan(all) +demon (devil) +ium(like)  like full of devil wide place hell noisy 

 

Clandestine =secret  

Clan+destiny destiny me kya Hai remains secrets to all 

 

Palaver=trouble  

Pa(father) catch u in luv means bro u r in trouble 

 

Droll =antic  

Droll sounds doll I saved my childhood dolls as antic bcoz they r priceless unique for me 

 

Potpourri =mixture 

In a pot making puri by to mix all kinds of stuff  
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Pani puri  

 

Charlatans =fraud fake 

Char latein (4 kicks) to the person who misguided you himself doesn't know anything 

 

Diabolic =devilish  

Dian jaisi boli.. 

 

Rebuff =brush off, restrictions rejection  

Dogs rejected stranger entry by barking wuff wuff 

 

Slander =damaging someone's reputation  

Sending sand on someone's face.. Beijjati Kar di  

 

Shirk =dodge  

Shirk sounds shark shark dekhkr sab sark jate h 

 

Disperse=distribution  

Disburse money from purse 

 

Acerbic =sharp  

Acidic 

Acer ka laptop Bic se jira to acerbic daat padegi 

 

Myopic =unclear  
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My pic is unclear bcoz of dump camera 

 

Pernicious = harmful  

Nicious = noxious 

 

Hoodwink=tricky, deceive manner 

Remember red riding hood the wolf how deceive old lady 

 

Tenuous =rare, thin 

Ten of us can maintain silent for long.. Rare  chances at least I can't 

 

Banter = give take crosstalk  

Banter sounds bander bander nakalchi hote 

 

Dormant = inactive  

Door mat 

 

Nefarious  

Ne(no) fairy +us 

 

Benign = no effect  

Bene(good) sign 

 

me bhi po, [12.09.16 00:15] 

[Forwarded from mepobankerahugi] 
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Somnolence slippy dull  

Somn=sleep 

 

Refute=refuse 

 

Specter = ghost  

Spector inspector all policemen are like ghost 

 

Sporadic = infrequent  

Sporadic  apposite to periodic which means continues 

 

Sedate=slow relaxed  

See+ date calendar dekh k lgta h ab full month h exam ko so chill relaxed aaj se ni Kal se padhege 

 

Oligarchy = people that control a country  

Oligarchy sounds like oligopoly means ek ka Raj adhikar 

 

Penance =self punishment  

Pain on us 

 

Mortfy =embarrass 

Moti +fy(fly) moti chal bhag jor se is nothing but to humiliate her 

 

Careen =flexible kareena have flexible body 
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Ephemeral =short life's  

Elephant +marela means he lived short 

 

Ponderous =heavy lumbering  

Ur weight is in pounds means very heavy 

 

Trite =stereotype not fresh or original  

Try it try it try it so it becomes over familiar 

 

Rancour =bitterness  

Ran chor Das chanchad from 3 idiots chatur rival of Rancho feels bitter 

 

Solicit =request  

So+let(li) +me sit (cit) I requested teacher 

 

Wily=astute sharp  

Fulfill will by any means clever to do so 

 

Blatant =noisy  

Bla bla bla in tant means so much noise in tant 

 

Phlegmatic=composed 

Phleg(fleg) when we hold a flag we have automatic reaction of calm and composed 

 

Acerbic =sharp  
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Acidic 

Acer ka laptop Bic se jira to acerbic daat padegi 

 

Disperse=distribution  

Disburse money from purse 

 

Myopic =unclear  

My pic is unclear bcoz of dump camera 

 

Nefarious  

Ne(no) fairy +us 

 

ball up= confuse 

 

bandy about= to spread  rumors 

 

bandy about= to spread  rumors 

 

decay= spoil 

 

Idiosyncracy= a strange or unusual habit ( pagalpan)  

Idiot aur crazy logon ko idiosyncrasy hoti hai 

 

Imbecible= fool,idiot  

B.tech krne ke 5 saal baad bhi imbecible hai 
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knavish=dishonest =unscrupulous 

 

Imbibe = drink ,consume  

Wife ne ghar se bahar nikaal dia toh friend ke saath imbibe kiya 

 

labyrinth= a place that has many confusing paths or passages= meandering 

 

Imbroglio = problem, difficulty,complications  

Brother ko gaali diya toh ghar me imbrogliyo ho gya 

 

Immaculate = pure, clean  

God is immaculate ,then I M Q late pooja krne me 

 

Vacillation =fluctuations  

Think it like vessel which fluctuate back n forth 

 

Purveyors =vendor  

Puri +vendor seller 

 

Lackluster =dull 

Lack  luster(shine) means dull 

 

Motley =mischievous  

Multilayer 
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Abstemious = self denying ,self disciplined  

Ab mess ke steam rice khaane se aap abstenious hai 

 

Vicissitudes =a change of circumstances  

Wise+attitude can handle the situation probably 

 

Abysmal = extremely bad ,awful  

20 mile ki race me india ki performance abysmal hai 

 

Abrogate = abolish ,to end a law  

Ab ro gate pe baith ke govt ne logo ko abrogate kia hai 

 

Abridge = shorten  

Bridge hmare gap ko abridge krta hai 

 

Acme = top ,peak  

LAKME cream use krne se beauty acme me pahuch gyi 

 

Labyrinth =complicated  

Lab+yrin(wiring) +nth 

Nth number of wires in lab means extremely complicated 

 

Lackluster = not interesting ,dull  

Movie LACK OF STARS hai toh movie lackluster hoti hai 
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Impecunious - not having enough money to pay for necessites ,penniless 

 

Incarcerate = imprison  

Aapne INKAAR kr dia police ko RATE dene se toh usne apko incarcerate kr dia 

 

Abash = to destroy self possession 

ABHI and AISH ki shaadi me salman khan  abash ho gya 

 

Xenophobia= fear or hatred of foreigners 

 

Substantiate= support with evidance or verify 

 

Quorum= minimum no of members to conduct a meeting 

 

Opulence= extreme wealth, luxurious, abundance 

 

Dote= be foolish , show excessive affection 

 

Theocracy = govt run by religious leaders 

 

Epitome= standard 

 

Kindle = inspire , ignite, arouse 
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Epitaph= inscription on tombstone or monument 

 

Vituperative= abusive ,scolding 

 

Usurp = seize another's power or rank 

 

Lexicographer = compiler of a dictionary 

 

Tenacity = firmness or persistence 

 

Kleptomaniac= person who has a compulsive desire to steal 

 

Jurisprudence = study of law  

Juri ko pardence ( pardon ) krne ke liye jurisprudence pta honi chahiye 

 

Jocular = amusing  

JOKER ka nature jocular hota hai 

 

Vociferous = noisy  

Aise log jo VOICE me force lagake bolte hai called vociferous 

 

Bemoan - to express distress or grief ,lament  

Bemoan - be + moan- which in Hindi means silence 

 

Berate - to scold or criticise angrily  
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The word berate can be memorised using the phrase " B- rated material " 

A producer scolded a story writer and said what a B- rated  material you have got ! Just get lost . 

 

Scowl = an angry look or expression  

Students school me teacher ko OWL ki trh scowl krte hai 

 

Scruple = a feeling of doubt or hesitation  

SCREW tight hone ke darr ko scruple kehte hai 

 

Scuffle = a short and sudden fight  

School me fal ( result ) achha laane ke liye scuffle krte hai 

 

Sedulous = showing great effort in your work  

Apne schedule pe rehte hai hmesha SEDULOUS students 

Paean = a song of triumph or praise  

Apka PEON hmesha apka paean gaata hai 

 

Paramount = more important tgan anything else  

Paraya amount hmare liye paramount hai 

 

Parsimonius = miser ( kanjoos )  

Purse se money nikaalta nai hai parsimonius 

 

Garish = very bright coloured  

KRRISH ke kapde bhot GARISH hai .. 
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Garrulous = talkative  

GURU LOUS ke chele talk  krke garrulous hote hai 

 

Garrulous------sounds like girl and girl talk more 

 

Garner = to gather  

GARDENER garden me flowers garner krte hai 

 

@ prognosticate- anticipate negatively 

(Program k liye negative forecast ) 

 

Saboteur = a person who does delibrate damage  

It sounds like SAB TODNE WALA means saboteur 

 

Sadistic = person who obtains pleasure from hurting others  

Dusron ko STICk se maar ke SAD krta hai sadistic 

 

Scurry = to move quickly  

Curry khatm ho gya toh hotel ki taraf scurry krenge 

 

Seedy = dirty and unpleasant  

CD me seedy material hai 

 

Seemingly = from appearancea alone  
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It SEEMS to be good 

 

Seethe = to be extremely angry  

SITA mata ka kidnap hua toh ram and laxman seethe ho gye 

 

Palliate = to make disease or illness less painful  

PEHLE dawa ATE krke pain ko palliate kro 

 

Pallid = very pale  

Bimari se peela pdh gya toh pallid 

 

Panacea = something that solve all the problems  

PEENE or NASHA krne se saare dukh door ho jaenge 

 

Panache = a stylish  

AISH ko PAANE ke liye panache hona chahiye 

 

Pandemic = existing in almost all of an area  

Mangal pandey ka darr britishers me pandemic hai 

 

Ichthylogy = study of fishes  

Sounds like EK Hi FISH aap LOGi 

 

Iconoclastic = a person who strongly opposes beliefs and traditions  

ICON ( statue) ko blast krte hai iconoclastic 
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Imbue = to fill something with a particular feeling  

NIMBU ki khusboo saare room me imbue ho gyi 

 

Immure = imprison , incarcerate  

Koi kahe I M YOURS toh usey dil me immure kr lenge 

 

Impasse = a difficult situation  

ASS ko pass krwana is impasse 

 

Cacophony = a mixture of loud unpleasnat sounds  

KAKA ki awaz PHONE pe cacophony lagti hai 

 

Cadaver = a dead body of human  

Sounds like devar ka murder 

 

Callous = unkind or cruel  

Jack kallis callous batting krta hai 

 

Uncouth =uncivilized  

Un(not) +couth(cloth) means not wearing cloth in public how uncivilized 

 

Wanton = of a cruel  

Wants(desire) goes on n on no limits thn people become cruel 
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Affliction =annoying  

It sounds infection which cause a state of suffering  

 

See the afLICtion=lic=lick tongue is root cause of many problems 

 

Alms=donation  

Arms full food donate karna chahiye dhang se dono hatho se kanjoosi ni 

 

Pusillanimous=showing lack of courage  

Pussy+animal =pussy always dump n cowardly lack of courage 

 

SALUBRIOUS- healthy, beneficial 

 

SARDONIC- Censure , criticiz 

Koi bkwaas kre tho Sard dard hona 

 

Parity = equality 

inequality 

 

Decadence - morally corrupt behaviour , deterioration , decay 

Decadence- pi ke  dance  

Morally corrupt people pi ke  dance karte  hai 

 

Eschew- deliberately avoid using , abstain from 

Eschew - chewing gum ,chewing gum is not good for health ,avoid it . 
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Usage - he appealed to the crowd to eschew violence . 

 

Flatulent- pompous , pretentious , showy  

Flatulent - flat you lent , flat you lent is very pompous ( grand) one . 

 

His style of talking was very flantulent 

 

Gleam - shine brightly , to glow  

The word gleam sounds like cream ,whenever a girl applies cream her face gleam. 

Usage- her eyes gleamed with satisfaction. 

 

Grabby - showing a selfish desire , greedy  

The word grabby has been derived from the word grab .the one who wants to grab everything ,must be 

very greedy 

 

Heinous - awful ,bad ,hateful ,horrendous  

The word heinous can be related to hyena (animal) which is considered bad and heated by many people 

. 

Usage- these murders were heinous. 

 

Ennui =boredom  

Feeling of dissatisfaction  

En(anything) +nui(new)  anything new plz I'm bored with old stuff 

 

Aspersion=attack on reputation  

Ass+person calling someone ass(rakh) means attacking on his reputation beijjati karna 
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Discernible detectable  

Dus+earn+able anything which money can earn easily distinguishable perceuvable 

 

Specious =misleading  

It sounds like suspicious  

 

Speech to US political speeches always false 

 

Reverberate = of a loud noise be repeated  

Re+vibrant again n again 

 

Revulsion =sense of disgust  

Revolve +vision when u Revolve ur vision changes and u have disgusting feeling of vomiting 

 

Gregarious=fond of company,sociable 

 

Abdicate = resign ,retire ,quit  

AB DIKKAT hai kaam krne ki toh king ne abdicate kia 

 

Abeyance = suspension ,being stopped for a period of time  

APNI BHAIS ko use na hone pe abeyance me rkh do 

 

Abhor = dislike  

BORE class ko students abhor krte hai 
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Abject = when someone is extremely unhappy ,poor ,miserable  

Aapke paas agar koi OBJECT ( property ) nai hai then means abject poverty 

Abjure = give up 

AB JURY ne apne kaam ko abjure kr dia 

 

Babble = talk rapidly  

BABLI bhot babble krti hai 

 

Bacchanalian = involving in a lot of drinking  

BACHHAN ne ALIEN ke saath daaru pikar bacchalian kia 

Baffle = confuse , flummox  

Apki BUFFALO apple khati hai toh ap baffle ho gye 

 

Badinage = remarks that are joking  

Sounds like BEDI ne aj bhot majak kia hai 

Bait = food put on a hook to catch fish or in nets  

fishing ke tym hum BAIT lagakar WAIT krte hai 

Facade = front of a building  

Building ka FACE jo ADD kia jata hai vo facade hota hai 

 

Facetious = intend to be humurous ,witty  

Har ek ke FACE pe majak krne wala facetious 

 

Facsimile = an exact copy , replica ,autotype  
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Sounds like FAX ki copy  mili 

 

Faction = conflict within a group , disharmony  

ELECTION ke tym pe faction ( apas me jhagda hota hai ) 

 

Factitious = artificial , not genuine  

Away from fact is factitious 

 

Gadfly = a person who criticizes or annoys others 

Aise log jo hme kehte hai GADHE FLY kro vo gadfly hote hai 

Gainsay = to say something that is not true, to disagree with 

Sound like SAY for GAIN means jhuth bolna 

 

Gait = a particular way of walking  

GAIT krte krte hum india gate pahuch gye 

 

Gale = an extremely strong wind , tempest  hurricane  

CHRIS GAYLE  gale ki trh toofani batting krta hai 

 

Gall = to make someone feel annoyed , rudeness  

Sounds like GAALI 
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